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When husbands and wives feel a fight coming on, both have a unique way of making battle

preparations. While the man loads his cannons of logic, facts, and reason, the woman looks to her

emotions as a means of defense. It is not too long before both are involved in a battle that has

raged throughout the ages between many a husband and wife. It is a battle that has produced few, if

any, victors yet many casualties. In How to Fight for Your Marriage Without Fighting with One

Another, Dr. Raymond Force teaches couples a Biblical, yet refreshing approach to fighting for their

marriage. - Using a 2-step process, Dr. Force encourages couples to lay down swords of negativity

and wield swords that are not only Biblical in nature, but far more effective. In How to Fight for Your

Marriage Without Fighting with One Another, you will learn:  **The top mistake men make in a fight 

**Why it is vital to open the spirit of your spouse before trying to reach their mind **How good

relationships go bad **A refreshing approach to solving marriage issues **A simplified approach to

restoring trust in a marriage **How to find happiness despite the behavior of your spouse **How to

embrace the differences between you and your spouse **How to love an unlikeable spouse **How

to move forward in a marriage despite your despondent feelings  **How to restore a feeling of safety

in a marriage
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This book was much more than I expected, much better than books that I have read by on the same

subject by big name authors. Highly recommend this book for couples having trouble and for those

that are not but want to improve a good marriage. It is easy to read with very good word pictures to

drive home the author's point. If you are looking for something that offers real help and is different

than the same old same old this is for you.

The scriptural-based principles in this book have absolutely resurrected our marriage! A must-read

for both the sound and struggling marriage! Shari

I have been happily married for almost 20 years and can honestly say this is a valuable tool for

couples to strengthen their marriage relationship. Written by a man with a proven track record in his

own life, it will teach and inspire you with practical Biblical advice on how to honor God with a

powerful marriage relationship. I would recommend this to anyone that is married or considering

marriage. You can't institute these principles soon enough. The right priorities in marriage will bring

God glory and give you joy! Great to read alone, with your partner or as a Bible study! Five stars for

sure.

What a blessing this book has been to me and my marriage! My wife and I have both read this book

and it has helped us grow closer in our marriage. I highly recommend this book for married couples

or those contemplating marriage. This book would also be great for a group study setting . In a day

and time where marriage is so greatly attacked by satan and our society we need more books like

these!

This book was just in time for us. What an easy read! The advice is Biblical and sound. I did shed

some tears as I read but I kept going. I have already recommended it to several friends and bought

the CD set for my husband. Thank you for giving me hope when I had none.

If you're ready to have a better relationship with your wife and the people around you this is the

book for you. Thank you so much Dr. Force for your blunt kindness and your instructions on how to



be a man. Now I can enjoy my life without being tossed to and fro like the wind.For you man that do

not like to read this is the perfect book. The chapters are short concise and to the point,they help

you think beyond yourself and make decisions that are better for you and your family

A must for pastors and lay persons to use as a guide when counseling with married couples.

This book is wonderful! I have taught pre-marriage classes in the past through our church. I

seriously think this book should be required reading for anyone considering marriage so you can try

to start off on the right footing. If you are already married... it doesn't matter if you think your

marriage is "strong" or "struggling," reading this book with an open mind and heart WILL strengthen

your marriage. I can't recommend it enough!
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